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The Story up 
to 1588…



Lesson 1



Elizabeth was highly intelligent 
and well educated, with an eye 
for detail and an excellent grasp 
of politics. She spoke Latin, 
Greek, French and Italian. 
She had experienced being held 
prisoner in the Tower of 
London, by her sister, Mary I

Elizabeth put on an extravagant 
coronation. She travelled on a barge 
along the River Thames. Then crowds 
lined the streets to watch Elizabeth, 
her lords and ladies approach 
Westminster Abbey. Elizabeth had four 
new dresses made for that one day 
alone. In Elizabeth’s coronation 
portrait you can see the richness of 
her coronation gown, with the white 
fur, ermine, symbolising purity. 
Elizabeth wore her hair loose because 
that represented virginity.

Elizabeth was confident and 
charismatic, able to make 
great speeches and win over 
her subjects. She had a 
temper that made her feared 
though. 
She took her time making 
decisions, and her Privy 
Council (team of advisors) 
could find her very 
frustrating!

Elizabeth understood the 
dangerous world of politics and 
she was careful to make herself 
both loved, respected and 
feared. She dazzled even her 
greatest enemies.
Elizabeth was perhaps the first 
monarch to understand the 
importance of public relations 
and she carefully prepared her 
image for public consumption.



Her society

Put the following into order of importance:

Gentry, Monarch, Craftspeople, Nobles, Yeomen, Wealthy Merchants, 
Servants

When she came to power, who controlled the Church in England?

What was the Divine Right of Kings?

Who were the ‘Privy Council’? 

Were they more important than Parliament?

Her power
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My people follow different religions but my 
country must have one church. Most of my 
people want a moderate Protestant Church 
but some want a Puritan Church and other 

want to stay with the Roman Catholic 
religion. 

It’s 1558, there are 8 more problems for Elizabeth. Can you remember any of them?
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Think of three ways in which Catholic and Protestant beliefs differed



Henry VIII
Edward VI
Mary I

How did they bring about a 
religious rollercoaster?

What about Elizabeth, 
what did she believe?
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Elizabeth’s Middle Way

Can you think of 5 features of Elizabeth’s settlement?
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Vestments & Crucifixes

The Pope and The Northern Earls



In 1562, Eliz helped 
the French 
Protestants, wanting 
to get Calais back. She 
didn’t get it, and she 
annoyed Philip!!

The Dutch
1563:
1566:
1567:
1568:

The Revolt ended, but how had 
Elizabeth involved England?

• Sea Beggars
• Genoese Loan

Were other countries
a threat in the ‘60s?
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She arrives in England in 1568, but 
what can you remember about her 
earlier life?

Dudley

Bothwell

Rizzio
Francis



What were the pros and cons?

1. Help Mary to 
regain her throne?

2. Hand Mary over 
to the Scottish 
Lords?

3.Allow Mary to go 
abroad?

4. Keep Mary in 
England?
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The key players in the rebellion?
Thomas Percy, Earl of Northumberland – Had been important under Mary I but lost much of his influence under 
Elizabeth. He had also lost the rights to a copper mine found on his lands to Elizabeth. 

Charles Neville, Earl of Westmorland – from an important Catholic Family

Thomas Howard, Duke of Norfolk – He was actually protestant, but hated the newcomers in Elizabeth’s court such 
as William Cecil and Robert Dudley, Earl of Leicester. He also had close links to old, noble Catholic families. Part of 
the plan was for him to marry Mary, Queen of Scots. 

Mary, Queen of Scots – She supported the plan to marry the Duke of Norfolk

Jane Neville – Wife of Charles Neville and the Duke of Norfolk’s sister. She was key in encouraging her husband in 
the rebellion.

Ann Percy – Wife of Thomas Percy, also key in encouraging her husband. 

What evidence was there 
that their main motive was

NOT religion?

Mines, Council of the North, New Favourites



Why was the revolt a failure?
What were its consequences?
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How did the Pope and Mary 
Queen of Scots combine to 
cause Elizabeth problems in 
the 1570s and 80s?



The Plots:

Try and think of TWO unique features for each plot and TWO common features
Why did the Throckmorton Plot happen?
Which was the most threatening?
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Why did Elizabeth hesitate in signing 
Mary’s death warrant?
What was the significance of the two 
weeks leading up to her execution?



Should Elizabeth have executed Mary in 1587?

Why was Mary executed in 1587?
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How did the English provoke the Spanish into starting a war?

Write at least 
one fact by 
each picture

Which was 
most 
important?
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Why did Elizabeth need to be cautious about interference here?



_____________________________________

In 1572, Protestants in the Netherlands 
rebelled against Spanish rule. The Dutch 
rebels asked Elizabeth for help when Philip II 
sent a huge Spanish army against them. This 
created a problem for Elizabeth as some of 
her courtiers (including her favourite, Robert 
Dudley, the Earl of Leicester) argued for 
sending major help to the Dutch Protestants. 
She hesitated, but agreed to keep sending 
money and weapons secretly to the rebels 
and allowed them and their ships to shelter in 
English ports. 

_________________________________________

By 1576, the Spanish government in the 
Netherlands had run out of money. Despite the 
riches being brought in from the New World, the 
cost of war was too great for Spain. Spain’s forces 
in the Netherlands eventually mutinied (rebelled) 
after months without pay. They damaged and 
stole property in many Dutch provinces and finally 
attacked Antwerp in November 1576. The 
violence in Antwerp united all 17 Dutch provinces, 
Protestant and Catholic, together against Spain. 
They drew up the Pacification of Ghent, which 
demanded:
• All Spanish troops were to be expelled from 

the Netherlands
• The Dutch were to be allowed to govern 

themselves again
• An end to religious persecution

_____________________________________

In 1576, Elizabeth sent a loan of £100,000 to 
the Dutch rebels and agreed (at some point in 
the future) to send an army to the 
Netherlands to help ensure the Pacification of 
Ghent was carried out. In February 1577, 
Philip II’s brother, Don Juan, arrived in the 
Netherlands and agreed to all the terms of 
the 17 united provinces. It must have seemed 
to Elizabeth that she had achieved her goals. 

_____________________________________

Less than 6 months later, Philip II sent a new 
army to attack the Dutch. Elizabeth hired a 
mercenary (an independent general), John 
Casimir, and paid for him to raise an army of 
6,000 English and Scottish volunteers to help 
the Dutch. The fact that it was volunteers led 
by a mercenary was important. It meant that 
Elizabeth was not officially sending an English 
army to fight the Spanish in her name. Spain 
and England were therefore not officially at 
war. The plan, however, backfired. Casimir’s 
forces devastated Dutch Catholic churches, 
helping to persuade Dutch Catholics to make 
peace with Spain. 

_____________________________________

In 1578, Elizabeth’s Privy Councillors, like the 
Earl of Leicester, urged Elizabeth to intervene 
in the Netherlands directly. In 1578, it seemed 
like the Dutch had a chance of winning and an 
independent Netherlands would be a strong, 
Protestant ally for England against Spain. 
Elizabeth hesitated. Disappointed at her lack 
of commitment to the cause, the Dutch asked 
France for help. The Duke of Alencon agreed 
and came with an army to fight the Spanish. 

_____________________________________

By 1579, the situation in the Netherlands had 
changed. The Duke of Parma, who had been 
sent to the Netherlands by Philip II, was a far 
more effective military leader than Don Juan. 
The Spanish soon had the upper hand. 

A timeline of events in the Netherlands, the 1570s
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1584: a dilemma for Elizabeth!

The Duke of 
Alencon can no 
longer fight the 
Spanish in the 

Netherlands if he is 
dead.

France’s new heir to the 
throne, Henri of Navarre, is a 

Protestant… but leading 
French Catholics have formed 
a Catholic League against him.

The formation of the Catholic 
League has led to a religious 

war in France. This makes 
France too unstable to be a 

useful ally to England.

I can’t believe William of 
Orange was assassinated. It 
shows how easy it is for a 

leader (like me) to be 
assassinated.

The Dutch Protestants 
need a leader and they’re 

looking to me. I don’t 
want this role! I don’t 

want to be seen as trying 
to overthrow Philip!

Without a leader, the Dutch 
rebels could be defeated by 

Spain. England might be 
Spain’s next target.Could Elizabeth do 

anymore about 
the Netherlands?



The Armada…..
Why did Phillip 
launch the 
Armada?

Why did the 
English win?

What do you 
think the 
consequences 
might be?



Why did Philip II launch the Spanish Armada?
Politics
• Treaty of Joinville: After William of Orange was 

assassinated in 1584 the French Catholic League 
signed the treaty with Philip II to secure his help 
against the French Protestants.

• Treaty of Nonsuch: In August 1585 Elizabeth 
signed this treaty with the Dutch Protestants -
she agreed to intervene directly in the 
Netherlands on the side of the rebels.

• England would be a useful addition to Philip 
II’s empire

Circumstance

• Spain acquired Portugal in 1580
• Duke of Parma’s success in the 

Netherlands since 1579
• Elizabeth I’s hesitation with the 

Netherlands indicated England’s 
weakness compared with Spain

Religion

• Philip II wanted to get rid of heresy
• The papacy had wanted Elizabeth I 

overthrown since excommunicating 
her in 1570

• The pope promised to forgive the sins 
of those taking part in the Armada 
(and offered Philip II a reward if the 
invasion was successful)

• Spain and the papacy had backed 
Catholic plots against Elizabeth I

Provocation

• Drake’s actions in the New World
• Elizabeth I’s support for Dutch 

rebels since their rebellion began

Is there a most 
important factor?



English Spanish The winner

Ships 54 battleships and 140 
merchant ships that had 
been converted

64 battleships, including 
22 huge galleons, and 45 
converted merchant ships,
plus about 20 store ships

The Spanish ships were slower and harder to manoeuvre than the English ones. John 
Hawkins had designed a new type of English battleship, which was faster and lower. 
The tall and heavy Spanish galleons could not deal with the new-style English ships 
nipping in between them. The Spanish ships were easy targets. 

Weapons Nearly 2000 cannons and 
smaller guns

2000 cannons Spanish cannons were heavier than the English and had shorter range. They were 
designed to fire once, after which it was expected that the Spanish forces would board 
the enemy ship. The English guns could fire consecutively. This explains why the 
English were able to inflict so much damage when they got among the Spanish ships 
at Gravelines. 

Forces at sea 14,000 sailors 30,000 men, of which 
8,000 were experienced 
sailors, 19,000 were 
trained soldiers and the 
remainder were servants 
and priests

Admirals on both sides were experienced sea captains, although the majority of 
Spanish sailors were more used to the calmer waters of the Mediterranean

Forces on land 20,000 soldiers, with three 
main armies placed at 
Tilbury, Essex and Kent

About 20,000 (the Duke of 
Parma’s army waiting in 
the Netherlands)

England did not have a permanent, regular army, but all able-bodied men received 
annual training in case they were called up to fight.
Parma’s army was the best equipped and best trained in Europe, with ‘crack units’, but 
when the Armada anchored at Calais, Parma’s army was still a week’s march away, 
held up by Dutch rebels at Dunkirk. 

Resources

Spanish confidence: English confidence:



Elizabeth’s leaders

John Hawkins

 Renowned navigator and early slave 
trader

 1587: appointed Treasurer and 
Comptroller of the English navy; set 
about redesigning English ships to 
make them more streamlined

 1588: naval commander against the 
Armada

Francis Drake

 1571-2, led expeditions to plunder Mexico 
and Peru in the Spanish New World

 1577-80, circumnavigated the world, 
capturing the treasure ship Cacafuego and 
attacking Spanish colonies; knighted by the 
Queen on his return

 1585: led the attack on the Spanish West 
Indies as the Queen’s admiral

 1587: ‘singed the King of Spain’s beard’ by 
his attack on the Spanish fleet in Cadiz, 
then captured the wealthy San Felipe

 1588: Vice Admiral of the fleet which 
defeated the Armada

 Very experienced and knowledgeable 
regarding Spanish ships

Lord Charles Howard of Effingham, 1st Earl of Nottingham

 1570: commanded a squadron of ships that escorted the Queen of Spain on a state visit

 1573: became the first Earl of Nottingham

 1585: made Lord High Admiral by Elizabeth

 1588: commanded all the forces at sea against the Armada and, with Drake, was considered 
responsible for England’s victory



Tactics Wind and weather

Quality of leadership                                                                                 Resources

Write the numbers of the cards into the correct box to explain why the Spanish lost. 
Some numbers may go in more than one box. 

Luck



1. Although he was a good 
general, the Spanish 
Armada commander, 
Medina Sidonia, had 
never been to sea before 
and got seasick. 

2. Francis Drake bought 
the English more time 
with his attack on Cadiz 
and £114,000 with his 
capture of the Spanish 
treasure ship San Felipe.

3. The use of the beacon 
system alerted the English 
quickly that the Spanish 
were coming. 

4. After the battle of 
Gravelines, strong winds 
pushed the Armada 
northwards towards the 
treacherous Scottish and 
Irish coastlines.

5. The English sailors were 
used to the poor weather 
conditions in the English 
channel but the Spanish 
sailors were not. 

6. John Hawkins had 
designed a new type of 
English battleship which 
was faster and lower than 
the Spanish galleons.

7. There was no obvious 
port big enough for the 
Spanish Armada to pick up 
its army. 

8. The Spanish plan relied 
on perfect timing. The 
Armada and the land 
army had to arrive at the 
pick-up point at the same 
time. It was difficult to 
communicate at sea. 

9. John Hawkins was a 
renowned navigator.

10. The Spanish relied on 
close-combat which was 
no good against the 
English ships’ long-range 
cannons. 

11. Francis Drake was 
experienced with fighting 
Spanish ships from 
pirating them previously. 

12. Favourable winds 
carried the “hell burners” 
into Calais harbour. 

13. Lord Howard thought 
to use “hell burners” to 
panic the Spanish sailors 
and cause them to cut 
their anchors and scatter. 

14. Over 40 Spanish ships 
were wrecked off the 
coasts of Scotland and 
Ireland. 

15. Many Spanish sailors 
were killed by Scottish 
and Irish people who 
perceived them as 
attackers. 

16. Elizabeth delivered a 
powerful speech to her 
soldiers at Tilbury. 

17. Philip II gave Medina 
Sidonia an impractical 
plan and very restrictive 
instructions. He did not let 
Medina Sidonia improvise. 

18. The Spanish cannons 
were heavier than the 
English ones and took 
longer to reload. The 
English were able to fire 
consecutively. 

19. Parma’s land army was 
held up by Dutch rebels at 
Dunkirk. When the 
Armada arrived at Calais, 
Parma’s army was till a 
week’s march away. 

20. When they saw the 
“hell burners”, the Spanish
sailors cut anchor. This 
meant they couldn’t seek 
shelter in another port. 

21. The Spanish stores of 
food rotted because their 
new barrels were still wet. 

22. The Armada initially 
set sail in April, but had to 
turn back due to storms. 
This bought the English 
more time to prepare. 

23. In 1585, Drake 
attacked the Spanish West 
Indies. He captured 2 
wealthy towns and 
brought £30,000 back to 
England. 

24. The Spanish were 
over-confident. Their 
crescent formation had 
never been defeated 
before. 

25. When the Armada fled 
the “hell burners”, strong 
currents scattered the 
ships and sent many of 
them towards the 
Netherlands. 
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Towns and villages

Rich and Poor

Work

Family



Daily life in Elizabethan England varied according to status and location. 

Elizabeth’s reign was a time of great change…..
• The Reformation continued to bring religious change, as Elizabeth tried to establish her ‘Middle Way’. 
• It was the time of the Renaissance - new ideas in science and technology. 
• There were changes in leisure and entertainment  with the introduction of the theatre and the work of 

playwrights such as William Shakespeare and Christopher Marlowe and great poets such as John Donne and 
Edmund Spenser.

• Changes in agriculture during the Elizabethan period led to people leaving the countryside and their village life to 
search for employment in the towns. The wool trade became increasingly popular during the Elizabethan age, 
which meant that land which had been farmed by peasants was now dedicated to rearing sheep and a process 
known as land enclosure meant that the traditional open field system ended in favour of creating larger and more 
profitable farming units which required fewer people to work on them. 

• Grammar schools were more available and the development of printing produced more books and cheap 
pamphlets which were in the reach of some Englishmen. Between 1550 and 1570 many of England's famous 
schools and colleges were founded.

• Explorations across vast oceans into the New World. New lands to be claimed increasing the wealth of England. 
New foods were introduced such as the tomato and the turkey, along with new spices.

Elizabethan life
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Nobles and Gentry
Winchester
Eaton
Home
Latin
Classics 
Manners
Gentlemen
University

‘Middles’
Parish/Petty schools
Grammar
Cost
Latin
Classics
Arithmetic
University

Poor
No education for many
Church
Masters/Apprentices



Religious Political Economic

• Spread church teachings.
• Encourage Protestantism – link to 

religious settlement
• Protestants believed people should be 

able to read the bible in their own 
language to develop their own 
relationship with God. 

• Link with humanism – fulfilment as 
human beings. 

• Promote literacy so people can read 
prayers in church 

• Schools were often attached to a village 
church 

• In grammar schools, subjects taught were 
mainly Latin and Greek as study of the 
classics was thought to encourage 
spiritual growth 

• Keeping the political status quo. Not 
designed to aid social mobility. Focus on 
practical skills. 

• Harrison’s “4 groups” 
• Educational opportunities increased for 

all classes and ages, but it was mainly 
boys from well-off families who benefited 
the most

• Upper class increasingly saw education as 
necessary for a career at court 

• Earliest independent/public schools were 
Winchester and Eton. As well as the 
grammar school curriculum, these also 
taught conduct, courtesy and etiquette 
necessary for gentlemen with careers in 
court. 

• Empowering people to get better jobs.
• 2/3 of people who graduated from Oxford 

and Cambridge came from lower classes: 
tradespeople, farmers etc. 

• Christopher Marlowe was the son of a 
cobbler but won a scholarship to go to 
Corpus Christi College in Cambridge. Later 
became famous playwright. 

• Study of law at university was the 
traditional route into the professions for 
non-noble classes. 

• As business and trade developed, with 
more people moving into the towns, basic 
education became more important to 
more people 

• Sons of merchants and craftsmen learnt 
English, writing, arithmetic and geography 
– education reflecting what the economy 
needed 

Explain why the Elizabethans valued education



Could Elizabethans enjoy life when they 
weren’t working?
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Think about the type of activities that were enjoyed by the different classes of people!

Lords, gentry and their families Working people, their families and the unemployed

Everyone



• First famous Elizabethan playwright.

• Went to Cambridge University.

• Wrote Tamberlaine the Great (1586) about a cruel 
Asian warrior who conquered a large empire in the 
14th century.

• Also wrote Doctor Faustus (1588) and The Jew of 
Malta, which was the first successful black comedy.

Key figure: Christopher Marlowe

Other key figures…
• James Burbage, built the first theatre in 1576.

• Richard Burbage, son of James Burbage, the best 
tragic actor. He later took the leading roles in many of 
Shakespeare’s most well-known plays.

• Edward Allen was another famous actor. He was 
famous for his strong voice and energy. 

• Will Kempe was a great comic actor famous for his 
dancing and funny clothes.



Why was the theatre so popular?

Entrance fees are very cheap – it’s only a 
penny to stand in the stalls, so even I 

can afford it! They also offer 
refreshments at the theatre: fruit, nuts, 

wine and beer. These exciting new 
secular plays offer something for 

everyone. Comedies are especially 
popular; we Elizabethans have a rude 

and vulgar sense of humour. 

There is a new play every new days. This 
means there’s no scenery and actors 

don’t have much time to rehearse, but 
they do wear colourful costumes. 

I love to go to the theatre! Can 
you think why? The theatre is a great place to be seen. It is an 

opportunity to dress up in your finest clothes 
and be noticed by other wealthy people. This 

could help you make business contacts or 
attract the attention of a young lady. Some of 
the seats on or above the stage don’t offer a 

very good view of the performance, but 
everyone in the audience can see you!

Elizabethan plays are also some of the best 
plays ever written. We love the complex 

characters, gripping plots and memorable 
lines.



Exam question: Describe two features 
of theatres in Elizabethan London (4)

Two developed points needed.

Minimum 4 sentences.

5 minutes.

One feature of theatres in Elizabethan London was…

Another feature of theatres in Elizabethan London was…



Choice of question:

Explain why there was an increase in poverty in the years 1558-
1588 (12)
Explain why Elizabethans were so worried about poverty (12)

20 minutes to write 3, linked paragraphs of explanation.
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Why did the Elizabethans go on voyages of discovery??
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Economic Reasons
To do with increasing England’s wealth and trade.

Political Reasons
To do with increasing England’s prestige and power, building an 

empire, and significantly affecting relationships with other countries.

Academic Reasons
To do with gaining knowledge of the world, discovering new land 

and routes. 

Social Reasons
To do with changing the lives of Elizabethan people.

Why were Drake and Raleigh’s voyages significant?
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Why did 
Raleigh’s 

settlements in 
Virginia fail?

Problems with food supplies

Lack of good harbour

Relations with Native Americans
Disease

Failure of ships to return from England with fresh supplies and men


